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Welcome!
Welcome to the leader guide for the fourth edition of The Catholic Youth Bible® 
(CYB). This guide is designed to provide you with an array of tools to engage 
young people in their study of Scripture, to help them see the relevancy of 
Scripture to their own lives, and to walk with today’s young people on their faith 
journey, all using the CYB. 

In the pages that follow, you will learn about all of the exciting new features of 
this updated edition and how this CYB builds on the best of the previous editions. 
You will also be offered countless practical ideas and examples for using this Bible 
with youth in a way that will engage their minds and touch their hearts.

This guide is divided into six major sections:

  Discover It! provides a basic overview of the latest edition of the CYB, 
including detailed illustrations of the features and articles.

  Pray It! includes a deeper exploration of features and components of the 
CYB with tips and ideas to engage teens in prayer and reflection, as well as 
short articles to help them connect with and share their faith. 

  Study It! focuses on the catechetical and academic resources in the CYB and 
provides suggestions to pursue any level of scholarship. Brief considerations of 
science and the Bible and biblical literacy round out the section.

  Live It! illustrates CYB articles that challenge and empower youth to see faith 
as a way of life and concludes with advice for engaging all youth.

  Explore It! provides sample lesson plans for studying current issues in light 
of Scripture. 

  Find It! offers various indexes to help you locate exactly what you need in the 
CYB. This section might even help you identify materials you didn’t know you 
needed but would be effective in your particular setting.

 Each section of the leader guide points directly to the CYB, providing a 
powerful and comprehensive resource for all faith leaders and mentors. With the 
CYB in the hands of your youth and this leader guide in yours, you have all the 
tools you need to develop an encounter with Scripture that transforms hearts and 
minds.

It!It!Discover
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Meet the New Catholic 
Youth Bible®

The Catholic Youth Bible® was first published in 1999 and brought about 
a transformation for Catholic youth and youth leaders, helping millions 
interact with and understand Scripture in a whole new way. Modifications and 
improvements have been made with each subsequent edition to make sure 
the features and articles continue to inform, engage, and speak to the lives of 
contemporary youth. This fourth edition continues that tradition and provides 
articles, artwork, design, and other content that is current, relevant, and in touch 
with the experience of young people, providing a solid foundation in the midst of 
an ever-changing world. The CYB continues to be the very best Catholic Bible for 
youth to date! 

The CYB is a study Bible with an incredible depth of information and 
background to assist any serious student of Scripture, but it is also designed for 
use as a personal Bible. The design and features were intentionally created to 
make this Bible as effective and cherished in the home and personal space as it 
is in the classroom. As the young people write in it, color in it, reflect in it, and 
highlight passages that are meaningful, the CYB 
becomes a companion for their unique journey of 
faith and a resource they can return to time and 
time again in the midst of their everyday lives.

For those familiar with previous editions of 
the CYB, diving in to this fourth edition will look 
and feel updated and modern. However, it will 
also feel a bit like meeting an old friend. Much of 
what you know and love about the CYB can still 
be found. 

In this new edition, we’ve kept the best 
articles and features, but we’ve also added more 
and changed the look to be even more inviting 
and engaging. Explore the coming pages to see 
how the CYB can help you walk with the young 
people and truly engage them with Scripture on 
their journey of faith! PRAY IT!

STUDY IT!
LIVE IT! ®

NEW AMERICAN B IBLE 
R E V I S E D  E D I T I O N

NEW
AMERICAN 

B I BLE 

R E V I S E D  E D I T I O N

ISBN 978-1-59982-925-8

4153  (PO5837)

Make your mark. Literally !
Do all the things you always wanted to do in a Bible. Personalize it. Make it 
a reflection of who you are! You will discover countless places to write, color, 
draw, highlight, and journal. There is no other Bible like this one, because 
you can make it truly your own!

 NEW! Scripture Highlights to color   Space to journal and reflect  

This Bible brings God’s word to life for you.
The Catholic Youth Bible® is an exciting, meaningful, and relevant faith 
companion that can guide you as you seek answers to life’s important 
questions. Engaging articles help you connect with your faith and put it 
into action. See yourself as an important and crucial part of the amazing 
Christian mission!

 NEW! Who Is My Neighbor?    Did You Know?  

 NEW! Challenges    Searching for God   

 Growing in Faith     Being Catholic 

This Bible makes reading Scripture fun and easy.
Scripture comes alive in stunning full color! Dive into vivid, engaging 
designs that encourage interaction on every page. Experience all-new easy 
navigation, like colored tabs and sections, to find books and verses quickly. 

 NEW! Full-color pages    NEW! Captivating design  

 NEW! Easy-to-use navigation  

®

®
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Explore the New 
Elements
Attractive and Engaging Color

One of the first things you will notice is that the new edition of The Catholic 
Youth Bible® is the full-color images and designs. Color offers a modern, eye-
catching, exciting, and attractive way to bring the Bible to life. New images and 
designs found throughout are current, diverse, and reflective of the lives of today’s 
youth.

Easy-to-Use Navigation

Tabs with the full name of each book of the Bible 
are found on the outside edges of the pages for 
easy navigation. Each book also has a different 
color, making this tab a helpful navigation tool. 
Teens can use the color tabs to more quickly locate 
a particular book.

A band of color at the bottom at the bottom of 
each page indicates the particular section of the 
Bible (Pentateuch, Historical Books, etc.) it belongs 
to. The young people can look at a particular page 
and immediately connect the book to a particular 
section.  
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The bookshelf image on page 9 of the CYB is a new navigation tool that 
shows all the books of the Bible. Books are displayed in order and color-coded by 
section. 
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Connecting the Bible: 
Old Testament to New Testament 

Another new feature of the fourth edition is this Old Testament to New 
Testament chart located at the beginning of the New Testament. This chart 
helps the youth understand that Christians read the Bible in a certain way—they 
recognize the New Testament as the fulfillment of the Old Testament. In this 
chart, important connections between the Old and New Testaments are made 
through various Scripture verses, helping the young people to fully explore this 
Christian understanding.
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Ways to Explore the Bible

Reading plans that speak to the lives and experience of youth are located in 
the back of the Bible. All are designed to help teens read the CYB, especially teens 
(and leaders!) who aren’t sure where to start. Each reading plan is different in 
scope and focus and is designed with the interests of youth in mind.

Find the Perfect Verse

The When I’m Feeling  .  .  . section (p. 1770 CYB NABRE or p. 1554 CYB 
NRSV) is designed to help the teens connect their life experiences and emotions 
to Scripture. Each list centers around a specific topic or emotion and offers 
Scripture verses that relate or respond to that particular situation.
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The Challenge Feature

The Challenge feature is an all-new feature that was added to provide engaging 
and practical ways for young people to live out their faith in their everyday lives. 
This feature connects Scripture messages and themes to action items, which 
can be approached individually or communally. And the Challenges can be done 
again and again, inviting reflection on the experience of faith in action a second 
or third time around. This feature provides invaluable opportunities for growth, 
experience, reflection, and expression of lived faith.! 

Circles in front of each 
step allow the young people 
to check off an action idea 

when they have completed it.

Take Action presents 
practical ideas that call the 
youth to bring the Scripture 

focus to life.

Challenge themes 
highlight the specific 

focus.

Brief refl ections provide 
insights on how Scripture 

calls us to action.
Scripture references 
tie the Challenge feature 

to a speci� c passage in the 
Bible.
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Discover Familiar Elements 
with a Fresh Look

Making the Connections: Articles

The articles found within The Catholic Youth Bible®, which serve as the hallmark 
of this Bible’s depth of content, background, and appeal, are still present in this 
new edition. However, each article has been updated with color and a new design, 
and has been revised to ensure that it speaks to current events and experiences 
of young people. Additionally, some of the articles from previous editions have 
been categorized under new headings that speak more directly to the articles’ 
focus. The three new categories of articles are Searching for God, Growing in 
Faith, and Who Is My Neighbor? The Catholic Connection and Did You Know? 
articles have retained the same titles. Within each category of articles, you will 
find opportunities for prayer, ideas for living faith, and ways to learn important 
information that helps bring Scripture to life.

Catholic Connection articles illustrate the relationship between 
the Bible and many Catholic Christian beliefs and practices, 
including the seven principles of Catholic social teaching and 
connections to the Catechism of the Catholic Church.

Did You Know? articles provide background from biblical schol-
ars to help explain the culture and traditions of biblical times, or 
the Church’s interpretation of certain passages. 

Searching for God articles help youth learn more about who God 
is, what God’s message is, and what a relationship with God can 
be. 

Growing in Faith articles apply the Bible’s messages to relevant 
questions and situations youth may be facing now or will face in 
the future. 

Who Is My Neighbor? articles encourage the youth to explore 
their connection and responsibility to others. 
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Finding Other Favorites

Much of the study material you have come to know and love in the CYB can be 
found in this new edition. Each piece has been redesigned with a fresh, new look, 
and some have been moved to a new place within the Bible for easier navigation 
and use. 

Being Catholic
Materials that present Catholic prayers, teachings, and understandings of 
concepts found throughout the CYB have been combined into one section in 
the fourth edition. The Being Catholic section examines core beliefs, attitudes, 
practices, spirituality, and prayers that are central to the Catholic way of seeing 
and understanding the world around us. Principles of Catholic social teaching, 
the liturgical year, understanding revelation, and much more create a section 
that is comprehensive in helping youth understand and embrace what it is to be 
Catholic.

Navigating Tools
Familiar features that help youth navigate the Bible remain in the fourth edition. 
The table of contents remains in the front, listing the books of the Bible in order 
and dividing them by sections. The alphabetical table of contents has been moved 
from the back to the front, next to the biblical order table of contents for easy 
referencing. 

Other Study Tools
Other familiar yet redesigned resources remain in the CYB, including the 
following:

  Section introductions offer important and helpful background about a 
particular section of biblical books. 

 Book introductions provide basic and youth-friendly background and 
connections. Located at the beginning of most books of the Bible, each 
book opener includes a Quick Summary of the particular book, several 
points under How Is This Relevant to My Life Today? that help 
the youth understand how the book is related to their lives, and Headline 
Highlights, which provide a quick overview of some of the key sections 
within the book using eye-catching and playful headlines (see the example). 
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  Maps help provide visual understanding of key biblical places. These are now 
located in front of the books with which they correspond (the Historical 
Books, Gospels, and Acts of the Apostles). 

  Praying with the Psalms offers ideas for prayer, and is now located in front of 
the Book of Psalms. The feature has been expanded to include lists to help 
the young people find a psalm for the many events and feelings that they 
experience frequently.

  The Gospel comparison chart looks at the four Gospels and explores 
similarities and differences. This is now positioned in front of the Gospels for 
easy reference.

  A liturgical calendar explains the liturgical year and provides the Sunday 
readings for all three cycles of the Church year.

  A glossary and an index offer key terms and definitions and an easy way to find 
key topics. This is located in the back of the CYB.

  The Overview of Salvation History presents an overview of the key time line 
events of salvation history. It has been redesigned and now includes images.

  A time line of important events and biblical time periods provides a visual 
time line of biblical history. This remains in the back of the CYB, but it has 
been expanded to include important world events to help the teens place the 
Bible in a larger historical context.
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Encourage Youth to 
Personalize the Bible
One of the unique aspects of The Catholic Youth Bible® is its invitation to 
physically interact with the Bible and personalize this new edition. The 
intentional design includes opportunities for the youth to put pen to paper 
as they explore and reflect on their faith. They can write, draw, color, reflect, 
highlight, journal, and question. They can add photos, sticky notes, significant 
items, quotes, or anything that speaks to them in this Bible, allowing it to become 
a more personal part of their life.

Scripture Highlight

Beautifully designed images of powerful 
Scripture verses are included throughout 
the CYB, inviting the young people to 
reflect on a various inspirational passages 
(a complete list of verses can be found on 
page 112 of this guide). The teens might 
even wish to add color to the design to 
make it a unique reflection of themselves. 

The inside cover also presents the 
opportunity for personalization and 
reflection, as the youth may wish to color 
in phrases that illustrate key biblical 
principles. 
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Margins and White Space 

Margins and white spaces throughout the CYB and are ideal spaces for the youth 
to include reflections, meaningful quotes, and other insights that help connect the 
Scripture to their lives. Large areas of white space, specifically found at the end 
of many of the books of the Bible, offer additional space for longer journal-type 
reflections or prayers. 

As a leader, you can encourage and model personalization by engaging with 
the CYB yourself. Personalize, interact with, and reflect in your own copy, and 
you will gain new insights into how this might be used even more effectively with 
the young people.

write
highlight

draw sticky notes
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It’s All Here!

The CYB will be an important companion for all youth who seek to know God 
and enter into God’s word as a scholar or a seeker. Familiarize yourself with the 
all-new edition by flipping through the pages, engaging with some of the features, 
and praying with it. The next section of this leader guide offers ideas and tips on 
how to best utilize the new CYB and its features in your setting. Examples are 
provided so that you can start using the CYB with your young people today!
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The Bible presents countless people, miraculous moments, epic sagas, world-
changing events, and stories of faith and failure. There is so much to learn about 
the Bible that we often see it as something only to study rather than something 
we can also use for prayer. 

The fourth edition of The Catholic Youth Bible® includes multiple elements 
that engage young people directly in prayer. By giving youth different opportunities 
and experiences of prayer with the Bible, we can plant seeds for a developing 
practice of personal prayer that includes reflection on Scripture and its value for 
life. The Pray It! section of this leader guide includes the following areas 
of focus:

  Pray with the Bible offers ways to encourage and nurture personal and 
communal prayer with the CYB. 

  Encourage Personal Reflection illustrates the many tools in the CYB 
that can encourage introspection during quiet moments. 

  Help Teens Connect with the Bible examines how to help the youth 
find Scripture relevant to their own lives. 

  Prepare Young People to Share Faith with Scripture explains 
some faith-sharing techniques using material in the CYB.
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Pray with the Bible
For many people, it is easy to see prayer as something that Catholics do on 
Sundays at Mass. A key element of a mature faith life is the practice of personal 
prayer. The latest edition of The Catholic Youth Bible® offers many resources to 
meet the prayer needs of young people, regardless of where they are on their faith 
journey, and to help develop the practice of personal prayer.

Sunday Readings

A chart of Sunday readings is located in the back of the CYB (p. 1736 CYB 
NABRE or p. 1318 CYB NRSV) to help the young people make the important 
connection between liturgy and the Bible. The following suggestions are just a 
few of the ways you can help encourage the teens to use the Sunday readings as a 
part of prayer. (To identify the coming Sunday in the liturgical cycle, see the daily 
reading calendar on the USCCB website.)

 Personal Refl ection: Invite the teens to read (aloud or quietly) the 
readings for the coming Sunday and lead them in refl ection, identifying 
themes or relevant questions.

 Lectio divina: Lead a lectio divina session on the gospel passage for the 
coming weekend. See page 1732 of the CYB NABRE or page 1514 of the 
CYB NRSV for a step-by-step process and example.

 Preparing the Homily: Ask the youth: “If you were giving the homily 
on these readings, what would you say? What do the readings have to say 
to people your age?” Divide the large group into smaller groups and ask 
each group to write a prayer to conclude the homily. After the groups have 
completed their prayer, play some refl ective music and invite each group 
to read their prayer aloud.

 Other Tips: See other suggestions and tips for praying with the Bible on 
page 1731 of the CYB NABRE or page 1513 of the CYB NRSV. Direct the 
young people to these pages and incorporate some of these tips into your 
gatherings.
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Praying with the Psalms

The Psalms provide a wealth of prayer resources, as they convey almost every 
imaginable human emotion as prayer. The Praying with the Psalms section, found 
at the beginning of the Book of Psalms, offers an overview of different types 
of psalms as well as a guide for finding a psalm to express specific emotions or 
life situations. A list has been included to help the teens find a psalm to give 
voice to whatever they are feeling at the moment—joy, gratitude, frustration, 
disappointment, or anger. Other lists also help the youth find just the right psalm 
if they are encountering a particular experience, seeking or needing something, 
or just thinking about some general issues of faith. Use some of the following 
suggestions to introduce the young people to this prayer resource, and they will 
return to it time and time again. 

 Pray Your Feelings: Begin a gathering by asking the youth to write 
down three words to describe how they are feeling at that moment. Then 
invite them to turn to the Praying with the Psalms section and identify one 
word or phrase from the different lists that most closely resembles what 
they just wrote down. Invite each young person to select a specifi c psalm 
listed for that phrase, locate it in their Bible, and write their three words in 
the margin next to it. Conclude by inviting each young person to quietly 
read and refl ect on that psalm.

 Pray the Sunday Psalm: Identify the Psalm for the coming Sunday, 
and invite the teens to fi nd that psalm in the Bible. Direct them to un-
derline or highlight the phrase in the psalm that is the congregational 
response. Then ask them to read and refl ect on the psalm quietly. Facilitate 
a discussion asking about emotion or tone or imagery in the psalm. Con-
clude by having the group pray the psalm aloud together. Note that some 
of the psalms are long. If the psalm for the coming Sunday is long, either 
use part of it or divide the group into two for the concluding prayer and 
have them alternate reading stanzas.

 Pray the Liturgical Season: Many liturgical seasons have specifi c 
psalms associated with them. Psalm 25, for example, is a common psalm 
for Advent, while Lent emphasizes the seven penitential psalms (Psalms 6, 
32, 28, 51, 102, 130, and 143). Choose a psalm for each liturgical season, 
and begin every gathering by inviting your group to pray that psalm. Invite 
the teens to underline or highlight one signifi cant word or phrase in the 
psalm each time you pray it. Encourage them to be attentive to the liturgi-
cal season by praying this psalm every day at home.
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 Pray a Challenge: Select one of the six Challenges that center around 
a psalm (those near Psalm 22, Psalm 34:19, Psalm 47:8–9, Psalm 104:5, 
Psalm 133:1, and Psalm 139:13). Encourage the teens to complete the 
action steps listed in the challenge. Provide supplies and make any neces-
sary arrangements. When one or more action steps have been completed, 
invite the young people to write a short prayer—in the Bible or near the 
Challenge itself—about their experience.

Being Catholic

“Being Catholic” is not just a label that describes what we do on Sunday 
mornings. Being Catholic is a worldview and a way of life. The CYB offers 
extensive material on this Catholic worldview in the Being Catholic section 
(p. 1716 CYB NABRE or p. 1498 CYB NRSV). Help the youth to recognize the 
Catholic vision by engaging in some of our most common traditional prayers 
and practices. Here are several suggestions to help the teens learn to pray in the 
Catholic tradition.

 Pray Daily: Invite the young people to fi nd the Core Spirituality and 
Prayers section (p. 1724 CYB NABRE or p. 1506 CYB NRSV). Invite each 
youth to identify one prayer that speaks to them and to identify a specifi c 
time each day they will say that prayer (morning, evening, before meals, 
etc.). Have each teen design a bookmark using an index card. Tell them to 
include the name of the prayer, the time they will pray it, and the text of 
1 Thessalonians 5:16–17 (“Rejoice always. Pray without ceasing.”) Invite 
them to put their bookmark in the page with the prayer on it.

 Pray throughout the Year: Pick a prayer from the Core Spirituality 
and Prayers section (p. 1724 CYB NABRE or p. 1506 CYB NRSV), and have 
the youth pray it together before every gathering for the entire school year. 
Spend one gathering early in the year refl ecting on the prayer, discussing it 
line by line and asking the young people to underline or highlight phrases 
that speak to them. Encourage them to memorize the prayer as the year 
progresses, and invite them to sign one another’s Bibles at the end of the 
school year.
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 Pray in a New Way: Pick a traditional prayer, and arrange the teens 
into small groups. Challenge each group to rewrite the prayer, holding true 
to the idea and focus of the prayer, but using current images and words. 
Have them write the “new” prayer in their Bibles next to the traditional 
one. The groups could also put together a short video or digital presen-
tation with music and images to accompany the prayer. Share the videos 
on parish or school social media accounts or post on a school, parish, or 
group website.

 Pray on Specifi c Days: Gather on specifi c feast days of the Church 
year and make prayer the focus of the day. For example, gather on one of 
the Marian Feasts and lead a refl ection on the Hail Mary. Begin by having 
the group turn to the Hail Mary and pray the prayer aloud together. Then 
have everyone read Luke 1:26–45. Invite the youth to underline or high-
light phrases from the Hail Mary in the Gospel passage. Lead a refl ection 
on the faith and courage of Mary. Then direct the young people to write 
a brief prayer to Mary in their Bibles, next to the Hail Mary. Conclude by 
directing the group to the Challenge feature found near Luke 1:42, and in-
vite them to embrace the intercession challenge during the coming week.
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Challenge

Many of the Challenge features focus on prayer or have steps that involve prayer. 
Identify Challenges that will strengthen the prayer lives of youth, and present 
those Challenges over the course of the year, or on a time line that best fits your 
program. Here are some examples:

 Embrace Proverbs: Present the challenge located near Proverbs 1:2. 
Begin each gathering for an entire month by asking the youth to share 
their experiences and the sayings they have highlighted during the previ-
ous week. Conclude the month by asking the group to write their favorite 
proverb on the Challenge page (see below) and share the verse on social 
media.
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 Make It Sacred: Use the Challenge located at Leviticus 23:3 at the 
beginning of your program. Check in monthly with the teens to see if they 
have found a sacred space and a weekly prayer time. Lead a discussion 
about sacred space and the place they go to fi nd God. Invite them to write 
their personal weekly time on the page or track in their Bibles the dates 
they attended Mass.
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 A Seasonal Prayer Challenge: During Lent, share the Challenge 
found near 1 John 1:9. Begin the season with a communal conversation 
about habits that can keep people from God and then present the Chal-
lenge. Direct the young people to the Act of Contrition found in the Being 
Catholic section (p. 1728 CYB NABRE or p. 1510 CYB NRSV) and have 
them write the page number directly on the Challenge in their Bible. 
Continue to lead the youth in prayerful refl ections during the season by 
posting daily Scripture verses or stories about God’s mercy on your orga-
nization’s social media accounts or website. For some possibilities, see 
suggestions for “confession of sin” in Praying with the Psalms (p. 666 CYB 
NABRE or p. 599 CYB NRSV) or the When I’m Feeling  .  .  . lists (p. 1770 
CYB NABRE or p. 1554 CYB NRSV). Include Bible passages of forgiveness 
as well, such as David and Bathsheba, Jonah, and stories from the gospels. 
Support the prayer challenge by offering a session on the Sacrament of 
Penance and Reconciliation and make arrangements for the youth to re-
ceive the sacrament. Invite the teens to write their prayer for forgiveness or 
about their feelings after receiving absolution in their Bibles (see below). 
Conclude the Challenge as the Easter season begins.
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 Foster an Attitude of Gratitude: Distribute a sheet of paper to each 
youth, and then present the Challenge near Ephesians 5:20. Invite the 
young people to write the text of Ephesians 5:20 on the sheet of paper and 
direct them to also use the paper to record their list as part of the Chal-
lenge. Regather the teens in a week, and invite them to use their list to 
make a collage of thanksgiving (either individually or one large collage for 
the entire group). Conclude in prayer by reading Luke 17:11–19 and then 
inviting each youth to read aloud one or two things from their list. After 
each person reads, invite everyone to respond, “We give you thanks.”
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Encourage Personal 
Reflection
As Catholics, we value communal prayer and recognize that we find God—
and that God finds us—in community. But that does not mean we neglect our 
personal prayer, because both communal and personal prayer are essential for a 
relationship with God. The latest edition of The Catholic Youth Bible® offers many 
elements to help youth create room for personal reflection.

Searching for God

A life of faith is, in its simplest form, the search for God. Sacred Scripture is 
the reflection of those who have encountered God and responded. Many of 
the articles and features in the CYB offer suggestions for prayers or are prayers 
themselves. These are offered throughout to help nurture the prayer lives of 
young people and give them suggestions and words when they might not have 
them. Pointing these out to the teens and encouraging them to focus on a prayer 
throughout a period of time is a simple way to support the intersection of 
Scripture and prayer. Here are several other examples of how you can help these 
articles come to life for the youth:

 Pray the Scripture: See the articles near 1 Samuel 3:1–19 and Reve-
lation 7:10–17. Invite the young people to read the Scripture that is refer-
enced, then read the article. Invite them to return to the referenced Scrip-
ture, focusing on the prayer within. Have them highlight the prayer and 
then pray it together.

 Teach Them to Pray: Introduce and explore different prayer types. Use 
the articles near Daniel, chapter 9, and the Praying with the Psalms section 
located at the beginning of the Book of Psalms to explore different prayer 
types. Lead a discussion on when these different types of prayer might be 
implemented. Using the When I’m Feeling  .  .  . section (p. 1770 CYB 
NABRE or p. 1554 CYB NRSV), ask the youth to search for a passage that 
would be good for each different type of prayer. Consider inviting your 
pastor to facilitate.
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 Offer Models: Direct the youth to the articles located near Genesis 
28:10–22, Psalm 55, or Mark 12:13–17. Invite them to read the Scripture 
passage that is referenced at the top of the article and then to read the 
article for that passage. Ask someone to read the prayer aloud. Then chal-
lenge the young people to write a similar prayer response to that passage 
or another passage of their choice. Encourage them to write their prayer in 
their Bible or create bookmarks to place near the Scripture passage.

 Lead Them Deeper: For those who have an established practice of 
prayer, lead them deeper into the questions of faith. The articles near Wis-
dom 8:2–8 and Job 30:20 can be a great starting point for deeper individu-
al refl ection (such as journaling), or provide questions for a small group of 
youth who want to gather to explore and share their faith.

 Write a Prayer: After reading a section of the Bible, have the teens 
explore what they might want to say to God in response. Have them write 
their own prayer in response to a Scripture passage. Offer the articles lo-
cated near Genesis 32:23–33 and Acts 9:1–19 as examples.

Scripture Highlights

Certain biblical passages have the capacity to speak to just about any situation. 
Many of these key passages are beautifully presented throughout the CYB to draw 
the young people into deeper reflection on them. A complete list can be found 
on page 112 of this leader guide. These features incorporate beautiful boarders, 
different fonts, and open white spaces to help the teens can find ways to make a 
meaningful passage even more powerful and personal. Here are some examples 
you might use to encourage the youth to interact with and reflect on these 
passages:

 Find Your Favorite: Direct the young people to fl ip through the CYB 
and fi nd a favorite Scripture Highlight. Ask them to spend some time re-
fl ecting on why that passage speaks to them right now and write a prayer 
in response. Invite them to write the prayer in their Bible.

 Connect It to Sunday: Compare the list of Scripture Highlights to the 
readings for the coming Sunday(s). If one will be proclaimed in the next 
few weeks, begin your gathering by having the youth open to the relevant 
passage and read aloud the section for the coming Sunday. Then play re-
fl ective music, distribute colored pencils, and invite the teens to color the 
Scripture Highlight while you read the passage again.
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 Color and Refl ect: Many of these well-known and moving passages are 
part of our liturgical music. Consult your local hymnal for a list of Scrip-
ture passages included in the hymns present (often found near the back) 
and compare it to the Scripture Highlights in the CYB. Invite the young 
people to refl ect on the Scripture and color or journal on the page while 
you play the liturgical music with the same words. To make a stronger con-
nection, consult with the liturgy director about incorporating that song into 
an upcoming liturgical celebration.

 Make It a Theme: Many service or retreat experiences center around 
specifi c Bible verses. Choose a Scripture Highlight and have the youth re-
fer to it throughout your service or retreat experience. Invite them to have 
others from the gathering sign or help color that verse in their Bible.

When I’m Feeling

Young people experience a broad range of emotions with varying intensity. Affirm 
the experience of these emotions and help the teens connect to God in their lived 
experience with the lists found in the When I’m Feeling  .  .  . section (p. 1770 
CYB NABRE or p. 1554 CYB NRSV). Each list centers around a specific topic or 
emotion and offers Scripture verses that respond to or reflect that need. These 
Scripture verses can lead the youth to a prayerful response to their unique life 
situations, drawing them deeper into a relationship with God.
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Some of the topics covered include: 

  When I’m Feeling Overwhelmed or Faced with Challenges

  When I’m Feeling the Need to Reach Out in Prayer

  When I’m Feeling Totally Excited

  When I’m Feeling Worried about How I Look

  When I’m Feeling Grateful for My Friends

It’s All Here!

The CYB has everything young people need to learn to pray and to cultivate a 
rich prayer life using the Bible. No matter where teens are in their faith journey, 
the CYB has tools to meet them and help develop and deepen their prayer life and 
their connection to God.
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The most recent edition of The Catholic Youth Bible® is filled with so many 
rich articles and features that it might seem hard to know where to start or 
challenging to find a specific article. The Find It! section of this leader guide 
provides everything you need to find what you’re looking for and to help you 
easily identify CYB material by Scripture reference and topic. Many useful lists 
are included in this section.

  Scripture Highlight Index provides a master list of all Scripture verses 
that are highlighted in a special way throughout the Bible.

  Take a Challenge Index identifies all of the Challenge features, their 
locations, and their topics.

  Catholic Social Teaching Index identifies all articles that reference 
Catholic social teaching principles. 

  Catechism Index provides a list of all articles that are correlated to the 
Catechism of the Catholic Church. 

  Sacrament Index names Scripture passages that directly connect to each 
of the seven sacraments. 

  Article and Feature Index by Biblical Book details all of the CYB 
articles and features found in each of the books of the Bible.

  Article and Feature Index by Topic provides an index of common 
topics covered in the CYB articles and features and helps you find all articles 
and features related to a specific topic.

FindIt!It!
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Scripture Highlight 
Index

NABRE 
citation NABRE verse NABRE 

page NRSV citation NRSV verse NRSV 
page

Genesis 28:15 “I am with you and will 
protect you.” 60 Genesis 28:15 “I am with you and will 

keep you.” 52

Leviticus 
19:18

“You shall love your 
neighbor as yourself.” 162 Leviticus 19:18 “You shall love your 

neighbor as yourself.” 138

Deuteronomy 
31:6

“Be strong and bold  
.  .  .  it is the LORD 
your God who goes 

with you.”

219

Joshua 1:9

“Do not fear nor be 
dismayed, for the 

LORD  .  .  .  is with you 
wherever you go.”

262 Joshua 1:9

“Do not be frightened or 
dismayed, for the LORD 
your God is with you 

wherever you go.”

226

Joshua 22:5
“Serve him with your 
whole heart and your 

whole self.”
280 Joshua 22:5

“Serve him with all your 
heart and with all your 

soul.”
243

1 Samuel 3:9 “Speak, LORD, for your 
servant is listening.” 322 1 Samuel 3:9 “Speak, LORD, for your 

servant is listening.” 282

1 Samuel 
16:7

“The LORD looks into 
the heart.” 334 1 Samuel 16:7 “The LORD looks on the 

heart.” 293

1 Chronicles 
16:34

“Give thanks to the 
LORD, who is good, 
whose love endures 

forever.”

457 1 Chronicles 
16:34

“O give thanks to the 
LORD for he is good; for 

his steadfast love endures 
forever.”

406

Job 42:2 “I know that you can 
do all things.” 664

Psalm 19:2 “The heavens declare 
the glory of God.” 678 Psalm 19:2 “The heavens are telling 

the glory of God.” 610
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NABRE 
citation NABRE verse NABRE 

page NRSV citation NRSV verse NRSV 
page

Psalm 23:1
“The LORD is my 

shepherd; there is 
nothing I lack.”

682 Psalm 23:1 “The LORD is my shepherd, 
I shall not want.” 613

Psalm 95:1 “Come, let us sing 
joyfully to the LORD.” 731 Psalm 95:1 “O come, let us sing to 

the LORD.” 656

Proverbs 3:5 “Trust in the LORD with 
all your heart.” 772 Proverbs 3:5 “Trust in the LORD with all 

your heart.” 694

Proverbs 
17:17

“A friend is a friend at 
all times.” 790 Proverbs 17:17 “A friend loves at all 

times.” 707

Ecclesiastes 
3:1

“There is an appointed 
time for everything.” 812 Ecclesiastes 3:1 “For everything there is a 

season.” 724

Sirach 6:14

“Faithful friends are a 
sturdy shelter: whoever 
finds one has found a 

treasure.”

813

Isaiah 41:10
“Do not fear: I am with 
you; do not be anxious: 

I am your God.”
954 Isaiah 41:10

“Do not fear, for I am with 
you, do not be afraid, for I 

am your God.”
855

Jeremiah 
29:11

“For I know well the 
plans I have in mind for 

you.”
1016 Jeremiah 29:11 “For surely I know the 

plans I have for you.” 912

Daniel 9:9

“But to the LORD, 
our God, belong 
compassion and 

forgiveness.”

1128 Daniel 9:9
“To the LORD our God 

belong mercy and 
forgiveness.”

1017

Joel 2:12 “Return to me with 
your whole heart.” 1153 Joel 2:12 “Return to me with all 

your heart.” 1039

Micah 6:8

“Do justice  .  .  .  love 
goodness

  .  .  .  walk humbly 
with your God.”

1182 Micah 6:8
“Do justice  .  .  . love 
kindness  .  . .  walk 

humbly with your God.”
1064
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NABRE 
citation NABRE verse NABRE 

page NRSV citation NRSV verse NRSV 
page

Malachi 1:2 “I have loved you, says 
the LORD.” 1096

Matthew 
11:28

“Come to me  .  .  .  and 
I will give you rest.” 1254 Matthew 11:28 “Come to me  .  .  .  and 

I will give you rest.” 1122

Mark 6:50 “Take courage, it is I, 
do not be afraid!” 1312 Mark 6:50 “Take heart, it is I; do not 

be afraid!” 1164

Luke 5:27 “Follow me.” 1348 Luke 5:27 “Follow me.” 1193

Luke 11:9 “Ask and you will 
receive.” 1365 Luke 11:9 “Ask, and it will be 

given you.” 1207

John 3:16
“For God so loved the 
world that he gave his 

only son.”
1400 John 3:16

“For God so loved the 
world that he gave his 

only son.”
1237

John 15:12 “Love one another 
as I love you.” 1426 John 15:12 “Love one another 

as I have loved you.” 1259

Acts 2:28 “You will fill me with 
joy in your presence.” 1483

Romans 5:5 “Hope does not 
disappoint.” 1495 Romans 5:5 “Hope does not 

disappoint us.” 1317

1 Corinthians 
15:57 “Thanks be to God.” 1535 1 Corinthians 

15:57 “Thanks be to God.” 1348

Ephesians 
4:26

“Do not let the sun set 
on your anger.” 1570 Ephesians 4:26 “Do not let the sun go 

down on your anger.” 1374
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NABRE 
citation NABRE verse NABRE 

page NRSV citation NRSV verse NRSV 
page

Philippians 
4:6

“Have no anxiety at 
all  .  .  .  make your 
requests known to 

God.”

1582 Philippians 4:6

“Do not worry about 
anything  .  .  .  let your 
requests be made known 

to God.”

1383

1 
Thessalonians 

5:11

“Encourage one another 
and build one another 

up.”
1594 1 Thessalonians 

5:11
“Encourage one another 

and build up each other.” 1395

1 Timothy 
4:12

“Set an example  .  .  
.  in speech, conduct, 
love, faith, and purity.”

1608 1 Timothy 4:12

“Set the believers an 
example in speech and 

conduct, in love, in faith, 
in purity.”

1408

Hebrews 2:18
“He is able to help 

those who are being 
tested.”

1626 Hebrews 2:18 “He is able to help those 
who are being tested.” 1423

James 1:22 “Be doers of the word 
and not hearers only.” 1643 James 1:22 “Be doers of the word, 

and not merely hearers.” 1436

James 4:8 “Draw near to God, and 
he will draw near to you.” 1443

1 Peter 5:7
“Cast all your worries 
upon him because he 

cares for you.”
1658 1 Peter 5:7

“Cast all your anxiety 
on him, because he cares 

for you.”
1450

1 John 3:18 “Let us love  .  .  .  in 
deed and truth.” 1671 1 John 3:18 “Let us love  .  .  .  in truth 

and action.” 1463

Revelation 
15:3

“Great and wonderful 
are your works, LORD 

God almighty.”
1709 Revelation 

15:3

“Great and amazing are 
your deeds, LORD God the 

Almighty!”
1493
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Take a Challenge Index
Section Book Title NABRE 

citation
NABRE 

page
NRSV 

citation
NRSV 
page

Pentateuch Genesis Break Down Walls 11:7 36 33

Be a Blessing 12:2 38 34

Exodus Support Life 2:9 91 78

Name Your “Aaron” 4:16 94 81

Help People out of 
the Desert 16:4 111 94

Make It Sacred 25:10–21 123 25:10–22 104

Look Around 32:9 130

Leviticus Make It Holy 23:3 167 142

Deuteronomy Give Generously 15:10 234 200

Choose Life 30:19 249 214

Historical Books 1 Samuel Be a Friend 18:1 338 296

2 Samuel Recognize Your 
Prophets 12:1 363 320

1 Kings Ask for a Listening 
Heart 3:9 385 341

2 Kings Assist the Refugee 8:1 420 373

Ezra Sacrifice with 
a Purpose 8:23 511 456

Biblical Novellas 
(NABRE) Judith Let Your Clothing 

Speak 8:4–5 556 493

Wisdom Books Psalms Be Honest 
with God 22:2 680 612

Help Prevent 
Suicide 34:19 689 620

Expand Your World 47:8–9 698 47:7–8 629

Change the World 104:5 736 661

Find Unity 
in Diversity 133:1 757 680
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Section Book Title NABRE 
citation

NABRE 
page

NRSV 
citation

NRSV 
page

Wisdom Books, 
cont. Psalms, cont. Advocate for Life 139:13 761 683

Proverbs Embrace Proverbs 1:2 770 692

Feed the Hungry 22:9 795 711

Wisdom Seek Wisdom 6:12 835 745

Ben Sira
Sirach (NRSV) Practice Humility 3:17–18 858 766

Prophets Isaiah Finding Christ 
in Christmas 9:5 920 826

Stand against 
Homelessness 32:18 945 847

Make Lent Matter 58:5 973 873

Jeremiah Be a Prophet 1:5 986 884

Help the Imprisoned 37:16 1027 923

Ezekiel Find a New Heart 36:26 1099 990

Jonah Own Up 
to the Storm 1:12 1173 1056

Gospels and Acts 
of the Apostles Matthew Claim Your Spiritual 

Family 1:1 1234 1106

Recognize and 
Share Your Treasure 6:21 1246 1117

Build Your House 
on Rock 7:24 1248 1118

Forgive 18:21–22 1270 1131

Care for the 
Children 19:14 1272 1133

Reach Out 27:46 1295 1149

Share Your Faith 28:19 1296 1150

Mark Renew Your Baptism 1:10 1300 1153

Trust During 
a Storm 4:39 1306 1158

Find a Restful Place 6:31 1311 1162

See Clearly 8:25 1315 1166
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Section Book Title NABRE 
citation

NABRE 
page

NRSV 
citation

NRSV 
page

Gospels and Acts 
of the Apostles, 

cont.

Mark, cont. Have Faith 10:52 1321 1171

Give What 
You’ve Got 12:44 1325 1174

Celebrate 
the Eucharist 14:22 1329 1177

Confront the Death 
Penalty 15:15 1331 1180

Luke Ask for Mary’s Help 1:42 1338 1185

Clothe 
the Naked 3:11 1344 1189

Love Your Enemies 6:27–28 1351 1195

Give Your Life 
for Others 9:24 1357 1201

Own It! 11:2–4 1363 1205

Increase Your Faith 17:5–6 1376 1216

Bury the Dead 23:52 1390 1228

John Share Christian Joy 1:14 1395 1233

Share Bread 6:35 1407 1243

Be a Shepherd 10:14 1415 1249

Comfort Those 
Who Suffer 11:35 1418 1251

Take a Stand on 
Capital Punishment 19:7 1432 1263

Tend the Sheep 21:16 1436 1267

Acts of the 
Apostles Live with the Spirit 2:4 1442 1272

Shelter the 
Homeless 4:34–35 1448 1279

Speak Up! 7:54 1452 1282

Share Your Blessings 20:35 1472 1298
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Section Book Title NABRE 
citation

NABRE 
page

NRSV 
citation

NRSV 
page

Letters and 
Revelation Romans See God 

in Everything 1:20 1489 1313

Give of Yourself 
for Others 12:1 1504 1324

1 Corinthians Care for Your Temple 6:19–20 1519 1336

See the Gifts 12:4–6 1528 1343

Galatians Do Good for the 
Family of Faith 6:10 1564 1368

Ephesians Give Thanks 5:20 1572 1376

1 Thessalonians Find the Gift 
in Challenges 5:18 1595 1396

Hebrews Stay Focused 12:1–2 1637 1430

Learn from Leaders 13:7 1640 1432

James Seek Wisdom 3:13 1646 1438

Care for the Sick 5:14–15 1650 1440

1 Peter Serve the Church 4:10 1657 1449

1 John Acknowledge 
Your Sin 1:9 1669 1459

Love in Deed 3:17–18 1670 1460

Revelation Give Drink 
to the Thirsty 21:6 1706 1490
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abortion, 90, 760, 1238

adolescence, 1342

aging, 818

alcohol, 560

ancestors, 54, 84, 444, 1234, 1235. 
See also genealogy, lineage

angels, 538, 1638

anger, 735, 1570

anxiety, 238, 954, 1582, 1658

Apostolic Tradition, 1599, 1629

appreciation, 804, 817

ark of the covenant, 136

arrogance, 611

atheism, 674

baptism, Baptism, 25, 1240, 1300, 
1301

baptismal call, 1463, 1654

Beatitudes, 1241

belief, 1403, 1446, 1708

betrayal, 304, 704

blessing, 38, 183

capital punishment, 28, 1331, 1432. 
See also death penalty

Catholic Church, 1264

Catholic social teaching, 520, 569, 
933, 1346

celebration, 357, 563

challenges, 1595

change, 66, 130, 1099, 1244, 1379. 
See also conversion

character, 776, 780

charity, 1344

children, 1272

Christian community, 1444, 1447, 
1655, 1692

Christmas, 920, 1395

civil disobedience, 90, 1381

compassion, 242, 420, 635, 722, 910, 
1097, 1128, 1146, 1164, 1286, 
1411

complaining, 110

compromise, 478

confidence, 336, 375, 682

conflict, 912

conscience, 1490, 1604

consequences, 61, 288, 1084, 1173

feasts, Jewish, 133, 585

focus, 1637

food, 111, 151, 417, 795

forgiveness, 28, 67, 143, 701, 1034, 
1128, 1140, 1173, 1270, 1271, 
1669. See also reconciliation

fortitude (courage), 923

foul language, 877

free will; freedom, 1687

friend, friendship, 338, 459, 790, 860, 
863, 1028, 1289, 1303, 1429, 1577

genealogy, 54, 444, 1234, 1235. See 
also ancestors, lineage

generosity, 234, 616, 1273, 1378, 
1384, 1445

genre, 22

gifts, 1528

gifts of the Holy Spirit, 923

goals, 1580

God

 Alpha and Omega, 1684

 as father, 92

 as limitless love, 1372, 1628

 as mother, 964

 as potter, 979

 as YHWH, “LORD,” 93

 images or attributes of, 838, 1489, 
1585

goodness, 1182

gossip, 782

grace, 1494

gratitude, 810, 1535, 1567, 1572, 
1614

grief, 372

happiness, 1241

harmony, 924

healers, 890

healing, 1302, 1648, 1650

health care, 890

heaven, 625, 1259

hell, 625

heroes, 593, 898

Holy Orders, 1304

Holy Spirit, 35, 917, 947, 1133, 1440, 
1441, 1442, 1443, 1498. See also 
Spirit (of God)

holy war, 177

consideration, 1522

contemplation, 131, 392, 406

control, 1058, 1121

conversion, 481, 1121, 1153, 1240, 
1244, 1455, 1475

cooperation, 1515

corporal works of mercy, 972, 1650

counsel (right judgment), 923

courage, 261, 262, 518, 923, 985, 
986, 1026, 1118, 1312, 1401, 1452, 
1462, 1612. See also fortitude

covenant, 43, 116, 123, 242, 993, 
1288. See also promise

creation, 22, 24

crying, 505

death, 1390

death penalty, 28, 1331, 1432. See 
also capital punishment

defeat, 707

depression, 689, 1295

despair, 349

discernment, 653, 1668, 1672, 1676

discipleship, 280, 1218, 1252, 1301, 
1440, 1442, 1462, 1544, 1608, 
1653, 1678

diversity, 35, 36, 757

domestic violence, 365

dreams, 71

Eucharist, 267, 1328, 1386, 1408, 
1526. See also Mass

elderly, 818

empathy, 1418

encouragement, 1592, 1594

environment, 1169

equality, gender, 895

evangelization, 1296, 1468, 1613, 
1614

faith, 80, 287, 917, 1191, 1209, 1234, 
1317, 1318, 1321, 1333, 1367, 
1376, 1454, 1568

faithfulness, 33, 457, 1140, 1450

family, 1573, 1588

fasting, 511, 973

fear, 238, 261, 262, 925, 954, 1026, 
1209, 1312

fear of the LORD (wonder and awe), 
792, 923

Article and Feature Index 
by Topic
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homelessness, 945, 1448

homosexuality, 1488

honesty, 45, 781, 999, 1008

hope, 545, 1018, 1050, 1495, 1542, 
1697, 1703

human dignity, 28, 42, 933, 940, 1346

human life, 90, 249, 250, 760, 761, 
1238

humility, 858, 1180, 1182, 1490, 
1552, 1579

hypocrisy, 910

idols, 744

immigrant, 107. See also migrant, 
refugee

injustice, 1381

integrity, 684, 776, 933

intercession, 917

intercessory prayer, 917

Internet, 749

jealousy, 190

Jesus 

 as adolescent, 1342

 as Good Shepherd, 1414

 as Messiah and God, 1404

 as Passover Lamb, 1423

 completely human, 1380, 1417, 
1626, 1628

 God’s Son, 1400

 foretold, 920, 923, 952, 956, 1212, 
1236

 human and divine, 1606

 ideal King, 923

 passion of, 1388

 perfect image of God, 1396, 1625

 prefigured, 919, 1236

 presence, 1392

Jews, 1399

joy, 731, 1395, 1483

jubilee year, 169

judgment, 281, 625

justice, 90, 1161, 1164, 1182, 1274, 
1377, 1696

kindness, 46, 1181

labor, dignity of, 96

lamentation, 1332

language, 35, 36

Law, God’s, 1020

laziness, 1600

leaders, 1640

leadership, 114, 333, 563, 1275, 1618

Lent, 973

light, 919

prioritizing, 1201, 1543, 1586, 1609

praise, 678, 679, 1688, 1693, 1709

prayer, 45, 49, 59, 112, 131, 167, 
183, 202, 287, 321, 322, 406, 458, 
492, 545, 625, 638, 653, 669, 680, 
728, 754, 910, 1129, 1133, 1174, 
1245, 1362, 1363, 1649, 1693

pressure, 1118

prisoners, 1027

promise, 43, 60, 98, 993. See also 
covenant

prophecy, 919, 986, 1067, 1212, 1218

prophet, 363, 486, 1242, 1662

providence, 842, 846, 852

Purgatory, 625

reading, spiritual, 437

reason, 1333

rebellion, 1146

reconciliation, 28, 67, 143, 1434, 
1669. See also forgiveness

refuge, 375

refugee, 107, 420, 1237. See also 
immigrant, migrant

Reign of God, God’s Reign, 924, 940

relationships, 55

repentance, 701, 1153

responsibility, 27, 1084, 1173, 1181

rest, 1254, 1311

resurrection, 1132, 1534

revelation, 1396, 1599

revenge, 1034, 1506

risk, 1261

rivalry, 55

sabbath, 167

sacred, 123

sacrifice, 121, 511, 1325, 1357, 1504

salvation, 917, 1568

scapegoat, scapegoating, 159

Scripture, 1345

self-acceptance, 23

self-care, 1519

self-control, 872

separation, 512

servant, 956, 957, 1387, 1422

servant leader, 1387

service, 280, 910, 1275, 1324, 1657, 
1678

sexuality, 161, 822, 824, 1593

shalom, 944

sharing, 1472, 1475

Shema, 225

sin, 30, 31, 143, 298, 876, 1488, 
1492, 1497

lineage, 54, 444, 1234, 1235. See also 
ancestors, genealogy

listening, 321, 322, 385

liturgical year, 947

loneliness, 1028

loss, 508

love, 293, 826, 1670, 1671 

 as spiritual gift, 1529

 of your enemies, 1351

 of your neighbor, 162

 two great commandments, 1280, 
1673

loyalty, 313

lust, 361

Magisterium, 1345

marriage, Matrimony, 1319

Mary, 1338

Mass, 267, 1328, 1386. See also 
Eucharist

mercy, 972, 1434

Messiah, 1356

migrant, 107. See also immigrant, 
refugee

miracles, 1249, 1398

money, 234, 1647

moral law, 771

mourning, 372

music, 353

mystery, 661, 1428

neighbor, 940

nonviolence, 912

obedience, 288

Ordinary Time, 947

original sin, 25

outsider, 263

parables, 1258, 1373

Paschal Mystery, 1420

passion, 826

Passover, meaning of, 104

patience, 695, 812, 1191, 1285, 1664

peace, 912, 944

Peaceable Kingdom, 924

peacemaking, 1506

peer pressure, 478

persecution, 762

perseverance, 496, 1125, 1450

persistence, 1364, 1365

piety (reverence), 923

poor, option for the, 119, 940, 1164, 
1242, 1340, 1350, 1374, 1644 

pope, 1265

pornography, 822
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social action, 516, 518, 556, 698, 
761, 795, 1407, 1415, 1436, 1448, 
1670, 1706

social sin, 516

social structures, 1622

solidarity, 316, 414, 569, 1303, 1361

Spirit (of God), 1100, 1101, 1107, 
1440, 1498. See also Holy Spirit

spiritual foundation, 1248, 1516

spiritual influences, 1313

spiritual works of mercy, 972

spirituality, 1234, 1313

stewardship, 24, 736, 737, 766, 1169, 
1447

storytelling, 362

stubbornness, 500

substance abuse, 1571

suffering, 536, 634, 635, 649, 659, 
1048, 1293, 1322, 1539, 1542

suffering servant, 956, 957

suicide, 349, 689, 1292

sweatshops, 96

symbol(s), 40, 44, 1294, 1326, 1689, 
1698

technology, 749

temper, 789

temptation, 361, 396, 1118, 1524, 
1546, 1615

Ten Commandments, 116, 117, 224

thanksgiving, 359

theological virtues, 1530

Tradition, 1345

treasure, 1246. See also values

trust, 50, 80, 97, 98, 293, 304, 674, 
708, 752, 755, 772, 917, 925, 1140, 
1174, 1209, 1306, 1367, 1406

truth, 22, 1424

turmoil, 1306

understanding, 923, 1315

unity, 35, 283, 316, 512, 757, 1288, 
1308, 1428, 1464, 1505, 1508, 
1513, 1692

values, 1246. See also treasure

violence, 912

virtue(s), 780, 839, 1530

volunteering, 91, 910

war, 579

weakness, 1310

welcoming, 1308, 1370

wisdom, 386, 831, 835, 923, 1646

wisdom, God’s, 1058, 1514

women (in the Bible), 108, 570, 806, 
1532, 1605

words, power of, 1645

work, workers, 841, 1274, 1309, 1600

worker rights, 96, 1309

works, 1568, 1643
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